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YE Mesa is an elevated high mountain volcanic structure sitting high over Big Bend National Park's north entrance along and includes 14 miles of the Santiago Mountains that form Persimmon Gap to the south. Rugged, wild, secluded, amazing are just a few words to describe this true mountain ranch. Santiago Peak is just off the north boundary of the ranch and is a sentinel that can be seen from all over the ranch.

Location
YE Mesa Ranch is divided into two properties north and south that total 52,022 acres. The north section of 17,542 acres was once called the Matthews/Law Ranch and part of the Nunley Black Mesa Ranch to the west. This ranch has a deeded easement heading west from Highway 385 south of Marathon across a neighboring ranch. The South part of the ranch is 34,480 acres and was part of the South Pope Ranch, the original YE Mesa Ranch and the Bryan ranch. The south section fronts on highway 385 for 4.5 miles and is only 30 miles south of Highway 90 at Marathon, Texas home to the famous Gage Hotel with is extraordinary accommodations, shops, restaurants and bars. Truly a gateway property to Big Bend National Park to the south only 5.5 miles to the Persimmon Gap Visitor Center with its hiking, rafting, biking, and exploring on over 1,000,000 acres of the State and National Park lands and waters.

Acreage
50,022 Acres, part of a 420,000-ac contiguous block of land for sale.

Description
YE Mesa Ranch is as beautiful and rugged as it gets in the Big Bend County with an excellent road system accessing valleys, mountains and canyons throughout. The spine of the Santiago Mountains is the western boundary on the north ranch but cuts across the south ranch creating a series of ridges and valleys and outstanding views. Connected to the west side of the Santiago Mountains is YE Mesa itself with is a raised volcanic uplift and peak slopping off toward Chalk Draw just off the ranch. There are numerous commanding vistas of the entire Big Bend Region and its mountain features including El Pico in the Del Carmens and the entire Chiosos Mountain skyline. Approaching the mountain country on the ranch from the highway heading west are wide flats created by the Maravillas Creek drainages. That is where the two improvement areas are located on the south ranch with easy access to paved highway 385. The north ranch has a small hunting camp up near the base of the mountains with a
dramatic feel of the towering mountains and distant views. Once you pass the improvements its up into the limestone and igneous mountain country where you have features like Javeline Gap, White Ends Peak, and YE Mesa. Elevations range from 3274 feet to 4962 feet at Comb Peak on the North Ranch and 2738 feet where Maravillas Creek leaves the South Ranch to 5326 feet at the summit of White Ends in the Santiago Mountains and 5385 feet at the peak of YE Mesa. Serious limestone outcrops, bluffs, and canyons with wooded drainages and draws creates a feeling of owning your own National Park.

Habitats here are diverse on YE Mesa with lower to mid elevation desert grasslands and scrubs, wooded canyons to pine-oak highlands and an array of Chihuahuan Desert grasses, forbs, shrubs, cactus, and trees. Plants include dagger, yucca, lechuguilla, creosote, catclaw, javalina bush, mariola, sotol, ocotillo, and cholla with a mix of chino grama, black grama, red grama, bear grass, and sideoats grama. Brush and trees include pinon pine, juniper, hackberry, mesquite, persimmon, madrone, sumac, mountain laurel, and oaks in the higher elevations and draws. In springtime this landscape is in bloom with a wide variety of cacti, yucca, daggers, and native forbs.

Wildlife

This property is home to many species of birds, raptors, songbirds, and game birds such as blue (scaled) quail, gamble quail, mourning dove and white-winged dove as well as larger mammals such as desert mule deer, elk, javelina, aoudad, mountain lion, and occasional black bear. The brush, forbs, and grasses provide excellent habitat for these game and non-game animals. Wooded canyons are ideal for birdwatching and during spring and fall migration a myriad of neotropical songbirds.

Improvements

The north ranch is a working cattle and hunting ranch with recently reworked waters and internal roads. There is a hunting camp at the base of Comb Peak and there are a few large catchment tanks in the flats. The South Ranch has a house and barn just west of the highway on the main entrance and an older headquarters and outbuildings next to Maravillas Creek beyond in the foothills of the mountains. All improvements are workable and in use by the existing Lessee and would make a good working headquarters of the ranch. Electricity continues back into the hills to serve a Big Bend Telephone tower where along the way and beyond are several excellent future Lodge locations to serve the new owner. There are also two hunting camps located up on and around YE Mesa that are served by springs.

Water

There are three wells and a series of tanks, troughs and pipelines on the north ranch and there are five wells submersible, solar and windmill on the south ranch connected into a series of troughs and tanks by an extensive pipeline system. A spring servicing a remote hunting camp up on YE Mesa is captured into a tank and used for the camp and wildlife.
Price

$775 per ac or $40,317,050.00

This property is part of a contiguous 420,000-acre block of land that is also for sale by same owner.

Contact

James King, Agent
King Land & Water, LLC
432.426.2024 Office
432.386.2821 Cell
James@KingLandWater.com

Disclaimer

This ranch offering is subject to prior sale, change in price, or removal from the market without notice. While the information above was provided by sources deemed reliable, it is in no way guaranteed by the broker or agent.
The information contained herein was obtained from sources deemed to be reliable. Mapright Services makes no warranties or guarantees as to the completeness or accuracy thereof.
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Types of Real Estate License Holders:

- A Broker is responsible for all brokerage activities, including acts performed by sales agents sponsored by the broker.
- A Sales Agent must be sponsored by a broker and works with clients on behalf of the broker.

Broker's Minimum Duties Required by Law (A client is the person or party that the broker represents):

- Put the interests of the client above all others, including the broker's own interests.
- Inform the client of any material information about the property or transaction received by the broker.
- Answer the client's questions and present any offer or counter-offer from the client; and
- Treat all parties to a real estate transaction honestly and fairly.

License Holder Can Represent a Party in a Real Estate Transaction:

As Agent for Owner (Seller/Landlord): The broker becomes the property owner's agent through an agreement with the owner, usually in a written listing to sell or property management agreement. An owner's agent must perform the broker's minimum duties above and must inform the owner of any material information about the property or transaction known by the agent, including information disclosed to the agent or subagent by the buyer or buyer's agent.

As Agent for Buyer/Tenant: The broker becomes the buyer/tenant's agent by agreeing to represent the buyer, usually through a written representation agreement. A buyer's agent must perform the broker's minimum duties above and must inform the buyer of any material information about the property or transaction known by the agent, including information disclosed to the agent by the seller or seller's agent.

As Agent for Both - Intermediary: To act as an intermediary between the parties the broker must first obtain the written agreement of each party to the transaction. The written agreement must state who will pay the broker and, in conspicuous bold or underlined print, set forth the broker's obligations as an intermediary. A broker who acts as an intermediary:

- Must treat all parties to the transaction impartially and fairly;
- May, with the parties' written consent, appoint a different license holder associated with the broker to each party (owner and buyer) to communicate with, provide opinions and advice to, and carry out the instructions of each party to the transaction.
- Must not, unless specifically authorized in writing to do so by the party, disclose:
  - that the owner will accept a price less than the written asking price;
  - that the buyer/tenant will pay a price greater than the price submitted in a written offer; and
  - any coincidental information or any other information that a party specifically instructs the broker in writing not to disclose, unless required to do so by law.

As Subagent: A license holder acts as a subagent when aiding a buyer in a transaction without an agreement to represent the buyer. A subagent can assist the buyer but does not represent the buyer and must place the interests of the owner first.

To Avoid Disputes, All Agreements Between You and a Broker Should Be in Writing and Clearly Establish:

- The broker's duties and responsibilities to you, and your obligations under the representation agreement.
- Who will pay the broker for services provided to you, when payment will be made and how the payment will be calculated.

License Holder Contact Information: This notice is being provided for information purposes. It does not create an obligation for you to use the broker's services. Please acknowledge receipt of this notice below and retain a copy for your records.

King Land & Water LLC
Licensed Broker/Broker Firm Name or
Primary Assumed Business Name
576133 office@kinglandwater.com (432)426-2024
License No. Email Phone

Tammy King
Designated Broker of Firm
531506 Tammy@kinglandwater.com (432)426-2024
License No. Email Phone

Tammy King
Licensed Supervisor of Sales Agent/
Associate
531506 tammy@kinglandwater.com (432)386-3622
License No. Email Phone

James King
Sales Agent/Associate's Name
333555 James@KingLandWater.com (432)386-2821
License No. Email Phone

Buyer/Tenant/Seller/Landlord Initials Date
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